










 

 for the 1989  selection board 
ackn 

  that it was his recollection that they still used a 
priority list for the 1989  selection board; and that the priority 

D to the  se  board, which was 
consistent with t he way  ran all o f the   
list was PROVIDE 

boards. 

 tated their 'PRIORITY LIST WAS PRE TTY IMPORTANT for 
the 

  that "there were no outside influences on 
[the 1 9  selection  - OTH ER THAN   EEN GOING ON AT 
THE TIME WITH THE PRIORITY LIST  THINGS LIKE THAT." 

PROMOTION TO MG"  

Counsel stated that in pursuit of its effort to circumvent the 
fact that AX79 was the priority list for the 1989  selection 
board, AFGOMO seeks to have this evidence ignored or 
"brushed ... aside" by professing that applicant provided  
evidence that these numbers repr   

 In the  testimony of he identified the 
priority list submitted by applicant the priority list 
that was PROVIDED to the  selection1 board, which was 
consistent with t he way  r an ALL of t he aeneral officer 
boards.  

In seeking to condone the use of the priority list for 
consideration by promotion boards, AFGOMO failed to cite any 
statute, regulation or directive that permitted this practice. 
Without presenting a shred of supporting evidence, AFGOMO claims 
that the  of priority lists were strictly controlled in terms 
of number of individual permitted to appear on the list, etc. 
  that the priority "lists were handwritten by the senior 
officer concerned and listed, in priority order, those officers 
under his command he believed should be promoted to the next 
higher  and that the "priority lists contained only the 
names, with no other extraneous information. Counsel stated that 
the fact that the priority list was "circulated at the October 
1989  selection board", and the fact that AFGOMO stated that  
of priority lists [and] pre-board communications" had, indeed, 
"OCCURRED in September and October  proves, among other 
things, the error of  self-serving, gratuitous, 
stereotyped and naked assertion that there  no evidence the 

 selectionl board did not consider each candidate on the 
basis of his professional qualifications and record of  
and that the  certified at the conclusion of the board that 
it carefully considered the case of each and every  
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